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The Natalie Portman Slang Taboo
Spin it!

AUTHOR(S):

Tomer Moked

SUMMARY:

Creative way to teach Hebrew Slang at camp – Submitted by Tomer Moked

TOPIC(S):

Israeli Culture

LEARNING
OBJECTIVE:
AUDIENCE:

Learning Hebrew slang and ways to use it.

TIMING:

20 minutes

APPENDICES:

Handout 1- Natalie Hebrew Slang

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Device to play video
Scissors
buzzer
speakers
Large room
A chair for each participant

SET-UP
DETAILS:

Ages 16 and up

SESSION TIMELINE & OUTLINE:
Triger: Natalie Portman teaching you Hebrew Slang
Play YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CeBirl8WxMI
Main Activity: Slang Taboo (15 min)
 Split the group into 2 teams: Chai & B’eseret to play the game taboo.
 Each team gets random cards with words that we just learned from Natalie Portman.
 Under the words the team adds 3 “Taboo” words that cannot be used to describe the Hebrew
Slang.
 Facilitator collects all cards into a pile.
 Team Chai selects a person in their group to be the Clue-giver. This person takes the card
holder and places the first card away from his team so that they cannot see it.
 Clue-givers then start and keep the timer and must get their team to say the guess-word on
the card without using one of the taboo words in one of their clues. If a taboo word is used
then Team B’eseret must sound the buzzer which penalizes Team Chai and causes the
current guess card to go into the discard pile.
 Play is continued until time runs out. Each time a teammate successfully guesses a clue-word,
a new card is placed upon the old and each card in this pile represents one point for Team
Chai.
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Gameplay
 The team not giving clues must watch for Taboos or other violations of the rules. If they
successfully spot a rule being broken, they may use their buzzer to interrupt play and very
briefly explain the infraction. Clue-givers must place the current card into the discard pile and
draw a new one. Each card in the discard pile represents one point for the other team.
 Once time runs out, the teams are swapped and roles are reversed.
 Once each player has taken a turn as clue-give, the game ends.
 If teams are uneven, a player on the smaller team will be clue-giver twice.
Rules:
1. Clue-givers may not use any taboo words, including abbreviations and any part of the taboo word.
2. Clue-givers may not use sound effects or use gestures to indicate the clue word.
3. Clue-givers may pass on any card at any time, but the card is then placed in the discard pile.
4. When time is called, the final card does not go into the discard pile, but is instead removed from
play.
Scoring:
 Every card stacked upon another in the card holder represents one point for Team A.
 Every card stacked in the discard pile represents one point for Team B.
 The final card in play when time runs out is worth no points for either team.
 At the end of each round points are tallied for each team, the winner is declared by the team
with the most points.
Final discussion: (10 min)
1. What other words would you add to the pile?
2. How can we play this game with campers?
3. What is your favorite Hebrew word?

ADDITIONAL NOTES FOR BRINGING IT BACK TO CAMP:
*Please be mindful of your language around campers and choose better words if you play Slang
Taboo with them. This activity is Rated R.

